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Abstract With the appearance of internet, various online attacks have been increased among them and the most well-known is a spoofing attacks. Web spoofing is the type of spoofing in which fake and spoofing websites made by fraudsters to copy real websites. Spoofing websites represent legitimate websites which attract users into visiting fake websites to steal users sensitive, personal information or install malwares in their devices. The stolen information will be used by the scammers for illegal purposes. The specific goal of this thesis is to build an intelligent system that detect and recognize between trusted and spoofing websites which try to mimic the trusted sites because it is very difficult to visually recognize whether they are spoofing or legitimate. This thesis deals with the detection of spoofing websites using Neural Network (NN) trained with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. Information gain algorithm is used for feature selection, which was a useful step to remove the unnecessary features. The Information gain seem to improve the classification accuracy by reducing the number of extracted features and used as an input for training the NN using PSO. Training neural network using PSO provides less training time and good accuracy which achieved 99% compared to NN trained with back propagation algorithm which take more time for training and less accuracy which was 98.1%. The proposed technique is evaluated with a dataset of 2500 spoofing sites and 2500 legitimate sites. The results show that the technique can detect over 99% spoofing sites with NN trained using PSO.
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Chapter One General Introduction



1.1



Introduction



The world wide web is a global information network that users can access through the Internet, and this network consists of a collection of web sites. An individual web site is a collection of related text pages, videos, images and other resources that are hosted on a web server. Typically, users access web sites through browsers, client software that fetches and renders the text, images and other content associated with a site (examples of popular contemporary browser programs are Firefox, Internet explorer, Chrome and Safari). However, the browser must locate the desired site before fetching, and uniform resource locators (URLs) are the standard way of naming locations on the web [1] . The idea of online spoofing was originating in 1980s with the discovery of security hole in the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) protocol. In the internet world spoofing, there are various forms of spoofing. Generally spoofing means false representation of some information. The aim of spoofing is to make fools of the users and gain unauthorized access to the user private information like password, account number etc. Some outcomes of spoofing may lead to theft, vindication and other malicious goals. Thus one can say that spoofing is the major security problem in the online internet services [2]. Web site spoofing is the act of replacing a world wide web site with a forged, probably altered, copy on a different computer. The key to this attack is for the attacker’s web server to sit between the victim and the rest of the web. This kind of arrangement is called a ‘man in the middle attack [3].
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1.2 Spoofing Attack The computers and the internet have become an integral part of our living and spoofing has become one of the most feared threats to computer systems. Various types of spoofing attacks can be accomplished in the present internet like IP spoofing, email spoofing, profile spoofing, web spoofing, and many others, where each kind presents a unique threat to a person, business or society. Spoofing on the internet has become very common now-a-days and is leading to many criminal activities such as identity theft and fraud. Spoofing is the action of making something look like something that it is not, in order to gain unauthorized access to user’s resources [4]. Spoofing attack is a situation in which one person or program successfully masquerades as another by falsifying data and there by gaining an illegitimate advantage in a spoofing attack, the attacker creates misleading context in order to trick the victim into making an inappropriate security-relevant decision [5][2]. The main aim of spoofing is for hiding sender identity. In this case, the attacker unauthorized access the computer or network showing as if malicious message came from trusted machine by spoofing that machine address [5]. Spoofing attacks usually involve the following elements which are shown in figure (1.1) [2]: 1. Client machine: Requests for service from original server machine. 2. Internet: transaction done over the internet. 3. False server: Before reaching the original server, client requesting data are captured by attacker at his/her false server, now this captured data is not only accessed by the attacker but it can be modified thus between the original client and the server, a middle man controls the transaction and spoofed the original user and server i.e. known as man in middle attack.
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4. Original server machine: Original server is a real server to which client machine wants service but without the knowledge of the client and the server false server fools both.



Figure (1.1) Spoofing Attack (man in middle attack) [2].



1.3 Web Spoofing or Internet Con Game Web spoofing where the “shadow copy of the whole (world wide web) WWW can be created by an invader. It is like an electronic con game where an invader forms a realistic but fake print of whole world web, the invader manages the fake web thus all system transfer amid fatality browser and web will go through invader [6]. Thus, it is a security attack that allows an adversary to observe and modify all web pages sent to the victim’s machine and observe all information entered into forms by the victim. Web spoofing is the internet con game in which attacker creates a mirror image of the entire world wide web that look like a real one that has all the links and web pages, through which processes his/her transaction on the spoofing web site. The attacker uses the URL rewriting method to implement this 3
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attack. During this attack, the attacker sits between authorized user and rest of web [2]. Spoofing web, or hyperlink spoofing, provides victims with false information. Web spoofing is an attack that allows someone to view and modify all web pages sent to a victim's machine. They are able to observe any information that is entered into forms by the victim. This can be of particular danger due to the nature of information entered into forms, such as addresses, credit card numbers, bank account numbers, and the passwords that access these accounts [7]. 1.3.1 Spoofing Websites Spoofing sites are imitations of real commercial sites, intended to deceive the authentic sites’ customers. The objective of spoofing site is identity theft capturing users’ account information by having them log in to a fake site.



Commonly



spoofed websites include eBay, PayPal, and various banking and escrow service providers. The intention of these sites is online identity theft: deceiving customers of the authentic sites into providing their information to the fraudster operated spoofs hundreds of new spoofing sites are detected daily. These spoofing sites are used to attack millions of internet users [8]. Examples of spoofing websites are shown in figure (1.2) and figure (1.3) the real website and spoofing website of eBay.
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Figure (1.2) Real Websites for TCF Online Banking [57]



Figure (1.3) Spoofing websites for Online Banking [57]
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1.3.2 The Impact of Spoofing Websites Web spoofing allows the attacker to create a “shadow copy” of any legitimate website. Access to the shadow web is funneled through the attacker’s machine, allowing the attacker to monitor all of the victim’s activities, including any passwords or account numbers the victim enters. The attacker can also cause false or misleading data to be sent to web servers in the victim’s name, or to the victim in the name of any web server. Cyber criminals also use spoofed websites to deploy malware into the visitor’s personal computer (PC) thus making it as a part of their botnet. In spoofing, an attacker gains unauthorized access to a computer or a network by making it appear that a malicious message has come from a trusted machine be “spoofing” the address of that machine [9].



1.4 Literature Review This section provides related works in the web spoofing attack detection and classification using machine learning and non-machine learning approaches. Some of the works are on the detection of web spoofing in general and others work on web spoofing as part of one of the most dangerous type of attacks nowadays which is called phishing attack. phishing attack consists of two parts: email spoofing and web spoofing. The related works are briefly presented and discussed in the followings: Qi et al [10] [2006]proposed the countermeasure, which is such an automatic anti-spoofing tool that can not only function independently, but it is combined with other anti spoofing techniques to form more powerful defending fences. The countermeasure Automatic Detecting Security Indicator (ADSI) relaxes user’s burden by automating the process of detection and recognition of the web-spoofing, for security socket layer 6
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SSL-enabled communication. The solution decreased intrusive on the browser while other countermeasures may disable Java Script, pop-up windows or change the color of the boundaries. The solution can defense the browser spoofing attack with the lowest security requirement level which only requires the PC is to be trusted which is described in trust model. The solution requires neither Logo Certification Authority, nor the personal folders with individually chosen background bitmaps. The work by Garera et al. [11] used logistic regression over 18 handselected features to classify phishing URLs. The features include the presence of certain red flag key words in the URL, some proprietary features based on Google’s Page Rank and webpage quality guidelines. Even though they did not analyze the page contents to used as features, they used the precomputed page based features from Google’s proprietary infrastructure that they call Crawl Database. They achieved a classification accuracy of 97.3% over a set of 2,500 URLs. Direct comparison with our approach, however, is difficult without access to the same datasets or features. Zhang et al [12] presented CANTINA, content-based approach to detect phishing websites, based on the TF-IDF information retrieval algorithm and the Robust Hyperlinks algorithm. By using a weighted sum of 8 features (4 content-related, 3 lexical, and 1 WHOIS-related) they showed that CANTINA can correctly detect approximately 95% of phishing sites. The goal of our approach is to avoid downloading the actual web pages and thus reduce the potential risk of analyzing the malicious content on user’s system .
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Ma et al [13] The four data sets consist of pairing 15,000 URLs from a benign source (either Yahoo or DMOZ) with URLs from a malicious source (5,500 from Phish Tank and 15,000 from Spam scatter), Their work achieved classification accuracy of around 95% by extracting lexical and host-based features from URLs. Nguyen et al [14] proposed an efficient approach for detecting phishing websites based on the single-layer neural network proposed. Specifically, the proposed technique calculates the value of heuristics objectively. Then, the weights of heuristic were generated by a single-layer neural network. The proposed technique was evaluated with a dataset of 11,660 phishing sites and 10,000 legitimate sites. Nguyen’s showed that the technique can detect over 98% phishing sites. Rajaram and Patil [15] proposed a novel approach for classifying Web pages as malicious or benign based on a supervised machine learning. They extracted domain based features like IP address space of external sites, number of suspicious external sites, local domain gTLD, external domain gTLDs, typical suspicious features and HTTP session header based features like TCP port number, number of page redirection steps, number of different server headers, number of requests with common mime-types, number of local requests, number of requests to suspicious external sites and number of requests with incomplete headers. They used machine learning classifiers like Naïve Bayes, C4.5 and SVM for experimental evaluation. With the corpus of 50,000 benign Web pages and 500 malicious Web pages, they
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have achieved detection rate of 92.2% of the malicious Web pages with a low false positive rate 0.1%. In Feroz and Mengel [16] benign URLs are collected from the DMOZ open directory project, Phishing URLs for experimentation are collected from PhishTank. phishing URLs were also classified based on their lexical and host based features and their URL ranking. The classifier achieves 93-98% accuracy by detecting a large number of phishing hosts. In Sananse and Sarode [17] Phishing URLs were collected from PhishTank which is a community based phish confirmation system on Internet. Developers and researchers are allowed to download verified phishing URL lists which are available in various file formats with the help of an API key but only after signing up. Non phishing URLs were collected from various credible sources and Google search engine. In this phase, 24 lexical features, 48 WHOIS features, PageRank, Alexa Rank and PhishTank-based features extracted. URLs classified using both Random Forest algorithm and Content-based algorithm. A system has been proposed that uses lexical features, WHOIS features, PageRank and Alexa rank and PhishTank-based features for Random Forest algorithm to classify phishing URLs. It has been demonstrated that by applying web mining heuristics on Random Forest algorithm, a precision of more than 90% has been achieved and FNR and FPR rates less than 1%. But in case of Content-based algorithm the precision achieved was less than 65%. In the work by Pradeepthi et al [18] the dataset for the proposed system was collected from public repository dmoz, which has a large collection of
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genuine URLs from different domains, the phishing URLs were collected from the phishtank, which is a collection of phishing URLs. A total of 10,000 URLs were collected, of which 6000 were genuine and 4000 are fake. There were a total of 27 features which belong to various categorized, like lexical, domain based (collected from DNS server), network based and URL feature based. Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) technique used for the detection of phishing URLs, a dataset of 10,000 URLs was constituted and an accuracy of 98.7% was achieved by using this method. 1.5 The Aim of the Thesis The aim of this thesis is to present an intelligent approach to classify a website as a spoofing website or not by NN trained with PSO. The system using the minimum number of features in short training time with high accuracy. The proposed approach was used to classify the websites depending on (21) features selected from 36 features using Information Gain feature selection algorithm. Particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to train the neural network to get the optimal set of weights for the NN and apply Feed forward NN for web spoofing detection.



1.6 Thesis Layout In this section, the contents of the remaining parts of this thesis consist of four chapters: Chapter Two: includes the background theory, and the related concepts of the web spoofing, detection process, explanation of the theoretical concepts of the methodologies used for the detection and classification of spoofing websites.
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Chapter Three: This chapter presents deepest details of implementing the system by training NN using PSO and information gain for feature selection.



Chapter Four: A set of tests have been performed to evaluate the system performance. The results of some experimental tests are listed and discussed. More ever the effects of the involved system parameters are illustrated. Chapter Five: this chapter is devoted to present the derived conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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Chapter Two Theoretical Background 2.1 Introduction This chapter discusses the web spoofing and steps involved in web spoofing attack. It also explains the theoretical background, the basics of artificial neural network, feature selection using information gain and training neural network with particle swarm optimization.



2.2 Web Spoofing Attack It is the process of creating a shadow of an original web site that a user requests to access. The fraudulent web site looks similar, if not identical, to an actual site, such as a bank web site. An attacker who intercepts the request to a web site and replaces it with another modified one creates the shadow. When a victim is at the spoofed site, not only can the attacker see the information that the victim types, such as internet banking username, password, credit card information, and social security number, but the attacker can make changes to the data that the victim receives [19]. Web spoofing occurs when a user demands access to a web page and an attacker blocks the request and creates a shadow copy of the requested web page [20]. Web spoofing is a kind of electronic con game in which the attacker creates a convincing but false copy of the entire World Wide Web. The false Web looks just like the real one: it has all the same pages and links. However, the attacker controls the false Web, so that all network traffic between the victim’s browser and the Web goes through the attacker [21].
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2.2.1 Steps Involved in Web Spoofing Web spoofing attack involve the following steps shown in figure (2.1) [2]



1. Request rewritten URL address for Service Rewritten URL is the spoofed address that looks like the real URL, it leads to the attacker website, this address is provided by the attacker for illegal access to the user account information and other data.



2. Request real URL address As the user requests the spoofed address it leads to attacker server through which the attacker receives the user’s information necessary for requesting the original server. Thus the attacker requests the real server for the service.



3. Real page contents Attacker receives the original page document from the original server.



4. Attacker modifies the contents As the attacker receives the real page document, he/she can change the contents of the page.



5. Receive rewritten document Server attacker sends the rewritten document or modified page content to the authorized user, and he/she thinks that it comes from real server and hence, the user is easily spoofed by the attacker.
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Request rewritten URL for service 1



Authorized user 4 Attacker



receive rewritten Document 5



modifies Attacker



the



Server 2



Request real URL addressReceive real page contents



Original



3



Server



Figure (2.1) Steps involved in web spoofing [2]. 2.2.2 How Web Spoofing Attack Works Generally, people request access to a web site through their web browser such as Netscape, Firefox, Microsoft internet explorer, etc., by typing the URL (Universal Resource Locator) of their desired web site, e.g. www. google. com. The first part of the URL consists of host name and the second part is DNS (Domain Name Server). In the case of "http://www. google.com", the host name is "www" and the DNS is "google.com". When users enter this in a web browser address field, the browser typically uses the DNS resolver on the system to determine the IP address of host "www" in domain "google.com". The above process is a normal user web page interaction and is based on the assumption that everything works smoothly. However, sometimes when a client types a URL in their browser to request a web site, instead of the browser going directly to the requested sites server it may go through a “middleman”. The middleman can change the URL and send it back to 14
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For example, If the actual URL is http: // www. good.com, the



middleman changes it to http: // middleman /http: //www.good.com. As a result, the browser thinks that the http://middleman is the web server location and http://www.good.com is the content the client is trying to get. The middleman web server sees the requested URL, knows that http://www.good.com is where the client wants to go, and calls that server for the client. After it makes a copy of all the pages the client requested, the middleman changes the entire special HTML commands that may reference a URL and changes them before giving it back to the client. Table (2.1) shows some examples of the HTML commands that have URLs [19]. The key to this attack is for the attacker’s Web server to sit between the victim and the rest of the Web. This kind of arrangement is called a “man in the middle attack”. Table (2.1) Some examples of html commands that have URLs [19] URL



Description







A link to something







To define a java applet location







To define the area of a section
















To define the background image







To insert an object into a page







To define a form




	



To define the source for a frame



[image: ]



To display an image







To define the source for input







To perform a client side pull
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2.2.3 Spoofing Websites Features In this section, set of features are discussed which distinguish spoofing web sites from legitimate sites. The features are lexical, source code features. Lexical features analyses the format of the URL. It includes the length of the host name, length of the URL, the number of dots, presence of suspicious characters such @ symbol, hexadecimal characters and other special binary characters such as (‘.’, ‘=’, ‘/’ and etc.) either in the host or path name. IP addresses and hexadecimal characters are used to hide the actual URLs [35]. There are several features that distinguish spoofing websites from legitimate ones. In some references spoofing web sites are called phish websites if they have the purpose to steel user’s confidential and personal information and they are accessed through spoofed emails. In this study, 36 features are used and briefly described as below 1. Port number: a port number in the URL is checked if the port belongs to the list of well-known HTTP ports such as 80, 8080, 21, 443, 70, and 1080. If the port number does not belong to the list, it is possibly spoofing URL [35]. 2. Length of URL: Long URLs commonly used to hide the doubtful part in the address bar [38]. It hides the suspicious part of the URL, which may redirect the information submitted by the users or redirect the uploaded page to a suspicious domain [37] . Rule: IF URL length 54



feature = Legitimate



Else if URL length >54 feature=Spoofing 3. ‘.’ In path: secure web-page link contains at most 5 dots, if perhaps, there are more than 5 dots in a web page then it may be recognized as a spoofing link [39] . 4. ‘/’ in URL: The Number of ‘/’ within URL is greater than five is spoofing, other it is legitimate . The attackers try to trick web users by mimicking the 16
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doubtful URL to look legitimate. One such technique used in scamming is the addition of slashes in URL. The present studies, therefore, considers the number of slashes in URLs as a feature of identification of spoofing and examines the number of slashes (/) in legitimate and spoofing URLs [41]. Rule: If Number of ‘/ ‘in URL >=5 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 5. ‘=’ within URL: The URL should not contain more number of “=”. If it contains more than one ‘=’ then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [22]. Rule: If Number of ‘= ‘in URL >1 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 6. ‘@’ in URL: URLs having ‘@’ symbol leads the browser to ignore everything prior it and redirects the user to the link typed after it . The browser might ignore everything prior the @ symbol since the real address often follows the @ symbol [43]. Rule: If URL has ‘@ ‘is spoofing Otherwise Legitimate 7. ‘%’ in URL: the URL should not contain two much %. If it contains greater than six % then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [22]. Rule: if Number of ‘%’ > 6 is spoofing Otherwise Legitimate 8. (-) symbol to Domain: Dash is being used by attackers for creating malicious URLs, so users should aware of this symbol Adding Prefix or Suffix Separated by (-) to Domain. Dash is rarely used in legitimate URL [43].
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Rule: If domain part has ‘- ‘is spoofing Otherwise Legitimate 9. ‘,’ in path: If the path contains greater than zero ‘,’ then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [55]. Rule: if Number of ‘,’ in path >0 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 10. ‘;’ in path: If path part of URL contains greater than four ‘;’ then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [42]. Rule: if Number ‘;’ in path >4 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate [42] 11. ‘.’ In host: the legitimate URL link generally has two dots in the URL by ignoring typing www. If the number of dots is equal to three or more it is classified as spoofing [42]. Rule: If dots in domain < =3 is Legitimate Otherwise spoofing 12. Length of host: If the length of host is greater than 22 then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [54]. Rule: Length of Host >22 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 13. Length of path: If the length of the path is more than 152 then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [42]. Rule: Length of Path>152 is spoofing



Otherwise legitimate



14. Suspicious “//” in URL Path: The existence of “//” within the URL path means that the user will be redirected to another website. An example of such URL’s is: “http://www.legitimate.com//http://www.bad.com”. The location of “//” is examined. If the URL starts with “HTTP”, that means the 18
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“//” should appear in the sixth position. However, if the URL employs “HTTPS” then the “//” should appear in seventh position [44]. 15. Length of subdomain: If it includes more than 28 Length of subdomain then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [35]. Rule: Length of subdomain >28 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 16. Dash within hostname: If hostname contains greater than two dash (‘- ‘) then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [54]. Rule: If number ‘- ‘in Host >2 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 17. Subdomain: removing (www.) from the URL and then the number of dots are counted. If the number of dots in URL is three, then it is classified as spoofing and if it is less than three then it is considered as legitimate URL [56]. Rule: Number Dots in the domain part < 3 is legitimate Otherwise spoofing 18. Google index page: Google indexed pages gives an indication of number of pages indexed by Google and available in Google servers. There is various on-page Search engine optimization (SEO) factors which are helping to get higher search engine rankings including the number of web pages indexed by Google and other search engines (indexation). It plays an important role in the SEO score of particular site. In many cases, the winning factor of a site compared to its competitor is the number of its pages indexed by Google or other search engines .This feature examines whether a website is in Google’s index or not. When a site is indexed by Google. Usually, spoofing web pages are merely accessible for a short period and as a result, many spoofing web pages may not be found on the Google index [46]. 19
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19. Disable right click: JavaScript is used to disable the right click function, so that users cannot view and save the source code [22]. Rule: Right Click disabled is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 20. Age of Domain: This feature can be extracted from WHOIS database. if the domain age is more than one year and less than 2 years then it’s classified as spoofing otherwise the website is considered legitimate . The website is considered legitimate if the domain aged more than 2 years [36]. Rule: Age of domain >= 2 is Legitimate Otherwise spoofing 21. Domain Token Count: If URL contains greater than four Domain token count then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [49]. Rule: Domain token count>4 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 22. Path Token Count: If URL contains greater than 21 Path token count then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL [49]. Rule: path token count >21 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 23. ‘?’ in URL: If URL contains greater than one ‘?’ then the URL is considered to be a spoofing URL[53]. Rule: ‘?’ in URL >1 is spoofing Otherwise legitimate 24. Google page rank: Google PageRank is one of the methods used by Google to estimate the relevance or importance of a page. Important pages are encountered to have higher PageRank and have higher probability to appear at the top of search results. If PageRank value for a given URL is less than 5 then 20
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the URL will be classified as spoofing URL, Value of Google Page Rank ranging from 0 to 10 [50] . Rule: Google Page Rank 


feature is Legitimate



Otherwise spoofing 26. LDigit [0-9] in Host: Digit [0-9] in Host is spoofing otherwise legitimate [55]. 27. Keyword-based URL: Many spoofing URLs are found to contain eye-catching word tokens (e.g., login, sign in, confirm, verify, etc.) to attract users’ attention [42]. 28. IP Based Host: an IP address is used as an alternative of the domain name in the URL, such as “http://125.98.3.123/fake.html”. 21
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In Legitimate websites instead of IP addresses, generally domain names are used in the URL [43]. Rule: the domain part has an IP address is spoofing Otherwise Legitimate 29. Hex Based Host: if hexadecimal codes are presented in host then they are considered spoofing, it not, they are considered legitimate [50]. 30. Redirect page: This feature is commonly used to hide the real link and direct user to a spoofing website [36]. 31. Request URL:A webpage usually consists of a text and some objects such as images and videos. Typically, these objects are loaded to the webpage from the same domain where the webpage exists. If the objects are loaded from a domain which is different from the domain typed in the URL address, then the webpage is spoofing [36]. 32. Script:



sometimes scripts are used to send personal information or PC



information to attackers, and some scripts send viruses or load from external websites. Scripts tag use to put any external file in the page like jquery or Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and if it is with start and end tag, it is legal because



this



is



the



correct



and



standard



script



tag.



Example:



, it is now load file to make the page appearance good. When there are tags like this 
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